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AssrRAgr
The crystal structue of blatterite, Sb5*3(Mn3",Fe3*)q(Mn2+,Mg):s(BOs)roO:2,orthorhombic, a 37.654(8), b 12.615(3),
c 6.2472(8) A, V ZXalt; A3, space group Pnnm, Z = 2,D(calc.) = 4.25 g.cma, has been solved by direct methods and refined
to an R index of 4.3/obusel on 2713 observed reflections measuredwith MoKcr X-radiation. The crystal used for the collection
ofthe X-ray intensiry data was analyzed by electron microprobe; the resulting composition agrees with that derived from the
crystal-strucnue analysis. This has led to a major revision of the chemical formula. There are 3l crystallographically distinct
cations in blatterite: two .t6-sites occupied by octahedrally coordinated Sb5*, five Mrx-sites occupied by octahedrally coordinated
Mn3*, nine M-sites occupied by octahedrally coordinated (Mn2+,Mg), eight B-sites occupied by triangularly coordinated B, and
seven X-sites occupied by (Mn2+,n); five of the X sites are octahedrally coordinated, and two of the X sites are tefahedrally
coordinated. Blatterite is a member of the (3 A) waltpaper-borate strucnres in which [MO+] chains of edge-sharing octahedra
extend along the c axis and are cross-linked by (BO3) groups. Many ofthe topological features ofthese structues can be idealized
as colorings of the regular net 36. There is a group of Mn3*-bearing structures (fredrikssonite, orthopinakiolite, tak6uchiite,
blaaerite, pinakiolite) that we designate as the 4igzag borates. Asrndicated earlier by Tak€rtcliet al. (1978), these can be described
as having three important structual motifs: F walls, C walls and S columns. The crystal chemistry of this group is discussed,
revised chemical formulae are given for all members of the group, and an explanation is given for tle extensive positional
disorder associated with the X cations of the C walls in the Mn3*-bearing structures.
Keywords:blatterite, crystal-structure solution, borate, zigzag borates, cation disorder, orthopinakiolite, ftedrikssonite, tak6uchiite.

Sonnrmne
Nous avons r6solu la structue cristalline de la blatterite, Sbs*3(Mn3*,Fe3+)9(Mn2*,Mg)35(BO:)reOrz,orthorhombique,
a37.654(8),b 12.615(3),c6.2472$) A,V2g68(D A3, groupespadalPnnm,Z=2,D(caIc.) =4)J g.cm-3,par m6thodesdirectes;
1'affinement, jusqu'd un rdsidu R de 4.37o, a port6 sur 2713 r6flexions observ6es,m6sur6esavec rayonnement MoKc. Le cristal
utilisd pour la collection des intensites en diffraction X a ensuite 6t6 analys6 avec une microsonde 6lectronique. La composition
qui eni6sulte concorde bien avec celle qui est d6riv6e des rdsultats de I'analyse structurale. Ce travail a men6 i une rdvision
importante de la formule chimique. Il y a 3 I cations cristallographiquement distincts dans la blatterite: deux sites S& contiennent
coordinence octaedrique, et neuf sites M contiennent
sites Mn contienne-nt l" If4i3*
le Sbs* en coordinence octa6driqu";
"ioq Huit sites de B d coordinence"ntxois contiennent le bore, et sept sites X sont peupl6s
(Mn2*,Mg) en coordinence octaedrique.
par (Mn2",n); de ceux-ci, cinq ont une coordinence octaddrique, et deux d'entre eux ont une coordinence t6tra6drique. La blatterite
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fait partie du groupe des borates d motif de "papier peint" (3 A; dans lesquels les chalnes [MO+] d'octaddres I ar6tes partagdes se
propagent le long de I'axe c et sont interli6es par des groupes (BO:). On peut id6aliser les aspects topologiques de
ces sFuctures en consid6rant des schdmas colori6s d'un r6seau r6gulier 36. Nous traitons ici de borates en zigzag un groupe
de structures contenant le Mn3* (fredrikssonite, orthopinakiolite, tak6uchiite, blatterite, pinakiolite). Comme I'ivaient
indiqu6 ant6rieurement Tak6uchi et al. (1978), ces structures auraient rois motifs structuaux importants: des parois F, des
parois C et des colonnes S. Nous traitons dg l2 cristall6chimie de ce groupe, nous proposons des formules r6vis6espour chaque
justifions la pr6senced'un d6sordre de position important associ6avec les cations X des parois C des structures
ryembre, et nous
riches en Mn3*.
(traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-cl4s: blatterite, solution de la structue cristalline, borate, borates en zigzag, d6sordre des cations, orthopinakiolite,
fr edrilcssonite. t ak6uchiite.
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aligned on all Laue equivalents of eleven h k I values
with 15 <20 <55", a total of forty reflections in all; the
Blanerite is an Sb- and Mn-bearingboratemineral resulting unit-cell dimensions are given in Table l. The
discoveredon the dumps of the Kittelgmvan mine, scan range for each reflection was reduced as much as
Nordmark,Viirmland,Sweden,althoughit is believed possible, the crystal-detector disr4nce was set to the
to come from the Brattforsgruvanmine in the same maximum value possible, and the smallest collimators
orefields(Raadeer al. 1988).Itsformulawasgiven as were used to produce a narrow, highly collimated beam.
(Mn2*,Mg)z(Mn2*,Mn3+,sb5*,Fe3+)
@o3) 02, and it Carefi.rl examination of the background readings in those
was assignedto the pinakiolite group on the basisof its areas of reciprocal space most prone to reflection overcompositionandrrnit-celldimensions.
As partof a gen- lap (as assessedfrom precessionphotographs) showed
eral study of the borateminerals@urns & Hawthome that the experimental conditions were sufficiently
1993a,b, 1994a,b, c, d, e, 1995,Burnset al. 1.992,1994, optimized that appropriate background lsadings were
1995,Cooperet al. 1994,Hawthorneet aI.1996),we taken for all data. The minimum scan-rate for weak rehave solvedthe structureof blatteriteand discussits flections was 1.5'20lmin, sufficient to significantly enrelation to other Mn3*-bearingwallpaperborateminer- hance the supercell reflections to the extent that the
als. After the experimentalwork was complete,Bovin complete structure was resolved. A total of 5324 unique
et al. (1996) reportedthe structureof what they called reflections was collected in the range 4 < 20 <75" with
both "blatterite"and"a blatteriteminq4l"; their marc- the index ranges0 < h < 64,0 < ft < 21, O <l < 10. A
rial is actuallythe un-namedMg analogueof blatterite. total of 21 psi-scan reflections was collected every 5o
rotation on psi over the 20 range ofthe normal intensity
Ereenrynl,rrar
data, and an absorption correction, modeling the crystal
as an ellipsoid, reducedR(azimuthal) from 8.5 ta3.lVo.
The materialusedia this work is from Lingban,
Direct methodsrevealedmost of the metal and anion
Sweden,and was generouslydonatedby Forrest positionsfor the true cell, and subsequentcycles ofleastCureton.Severalwallpaperboratesfrom the Liingban squares refi nement and difference-Fourier mapping
locality arefoundasless-than-perfect
contiguouscrys- resulted in convergenceto an R iadex of 4.3Vofor 27 13
tals with incipient alterationalongcleavageandparting observed reflections. Details of the unit cell, data colhaces,andblatteriteis no exceptton.Raade
et a/. (1988) lection and refinement inforrnation are eiven in Table 1.

describedprecession
photographs
of blaneriteas containing streakyand diffrrse spotsyielding avanable a
period.As blatteriteis essentiallyopaque,thebestvisual
gaugeof crystalquality is yia carefi.rlrotationof a crysTABLE1. MISCELI.ANEOUS
INFORMAT'ION
FOR BLATTERM
tal in reflectedlight. The combinationof high reflect(A)
a
37.654{8)
crystatsize (mm)
0.06 x o.to x 0.16
anceand fine striaeprovidesa sensitiveindicatorof
12.615(3)
b
radlauon
lroKcdcrsphhb
crystal perfection,In this manner,we selecteda suitc
62472(81
No. ot intsnsltles
ES24
ablecrystal.On zero-andfust-levelprecession
photo- y(A.)
2s68(1)
No. ot lFol > 5ol4l
2713
graphs,therewasno indicationof anythingotherthana
- 3.1
Sp.Gr.
Pnnm
8.5
flodnu|J].alt%
uniform a repeatof -38 A, andall reilecd6nsarecircuF(obs)%
4.3
lar anduniformly shalp.The crystal was mountedon a mr (mm{} 7,75
/+.9
rF{obs)%
SiemensP4 automatedfour-circle single-crystal D" (S.m*) 4.2s
diffractometerequippedwith a Mo-target X-ray tube ce[ @nt€nr:
(Mrf*^Fe$foA"sn@]E
2lsbfro,
rur6rt'br.da* Fe)," Ocl
and a highly orientedgraphite-crystalmonochromator F= ril4t-tFcl)/rlF"t
mountedin equatorialgeometry.The crystal was wR - Lrwll Fol-l F.llz lzFth, w = 1
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTIJRE OF BLATTERITE
TABLE2. FIML AToMICPARAMETERS
ANDDISPTACEMENT
(Urr 1d) FoR BLATTERm
FACTORS

U"
sb(l)
s6(2)
Mn(1)
Mn(2)
Mn(3)
Mt\4)
Mn(s)
M(1)
Ml2t
M(3)
M(4\
Mls)
M(61
M(Z)
M(8)
M(9)
xl)
x2)
x3)
x4)
x(5)
x6)
K7)
8(1)
842)
E3)
B(4)
8(5)
8(6)
B(7)
8(8)
o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(5)
0(6)
oc4
o(8)
o(9)
o(10)
o{11)
o(12)
o(13)
o(14)
o(15)
0(16)
0(171
o(18)
o(1s)
o(20)
o(21)
ol2l
o(23)
o(24)
o(25)
0(26)
o(27)
o(28)
o(2s)
o(30)
o(31)

0
0
o.37M(2) O.2a7UQ)
O
112
0.2523e(5) 0.0645(2)
0.0632s(5) 0.395212)
0.18948(5) 0183212)
0.12551(5) o.2a${2)
0.2529S(5) 0.0Aq2)
1t2
1D
0.37460(6) 0.2875{2)
0.189C8(4) 0.4059(1)
0.0615/(4) 0172411)
0.313e(5) 0.45e8(1)
0.4363S(4) 0.1159(1)
0.31042(5) O1e7()
0.4|673(6) 0.395s(2)
0.1874(3) 0.1799{3)
0.17E(1) o.1E7(2)
0,1207(1) 0.301e{4)
o.t274(4) 0.408qn
0.0526(4) 0.3994{5)
0.1086(6) 0.368{2)
0.00e2(8) 0.46e{3)
0.491412) 0.256q5)
o.4sn?)
0.256E5)
o.6ne)
0.0440{5)
o.W(2)
0.0426(s)
02*7(2'
0.3295(5)
0.2559(2) 0.3202(5)
01181(2) 0.C1q5)
0.1172(2) 0.0397(5)
027U(3) 0.2345(6)
0.2748(2) 0.27416)
0.3508(3) -€.0529(6)
o.u84(2) {.0481(6)
0.0ss(2) 0.1337(6)
0.@87(2) 0.123q6)
o.21 (2) o.a12()
0.24(2)
o3u2(7)
0.09&)(2) -0.0538(6)
0.1(m(2) -{.co5(6)
O.527Ae\ 0.2587(8)
o52S2l2) 0 2s5q8)
0j544(2) 0.812(8)
0.1$q2)
0.032/(8)
O.4O4(21 0.044q8)
O.4U1(2) 0.044q8)
0.3415(1) 0.32'13\4)
04089(1) O.257O(4)
0.2747(2) 0.4132(6\
o27u(2)
0.420S(6)
0.1606(2) 0.2549(5)
0.34e8(2) 0.1363(6)
0.35@(2) 0.13si(6)
0 0900(2) 0.32q3(5)
0.2843(1) o.M2l4)
0.G352(2) 0.,{679(5)
0.472412) 0.34sq6)
o.475g\4 0.3s22(6)
0.63q2)
0.0329{4)
0.2147(2) 0.106q5)
O.473q21 0.1645(8)

0
12
0
0

1t2
0
0.2513(3)
024W(4)
0.2535(3)
0.2478(3)
o.24814)
o.2413(4)
112
1n
1t2
112
1n
0
1n
1t2
0
0
1f2
0
' 1n
0
1t2
0
1n
1t2
0
1n
0
1n
0
0
1n
0
1t2
0
1n
0.26s(1)
0.269(1)
1t2
0
0.218{1)
o
1r2
0.212(1)
0.230(1)
0.209(1)
0
1t2
o.a1()
0.219(1)
1r2
0

U,

UB

u,t
0

60(3)

63(5)

55(5)

62(5)

0

66(2)
6't(7)
6e(5)
6e(5)
74(5)
68{5)

66(4)
54(12]
5qe)
76(8)
8s(s)
4q8)

56(3)
eFA
66{10)
5O(7)
64(8)
E6(e)

75(3)
6q12)
67(8)
81(8)
70(8)
nQ)

0
0
0
0
0
0

12(4)
-4(3)
5(s)
-q6)
12(6)
16(6)
22(7)
-38(7)
-10(14)
-24(e)
-10(5)
-e(5)
8(5)
16(5)

103{6) 114(9) 106(11) 89(s)
0
0
87(11) 88{19) S5(19) n(q
0
0
79(6) 70112) s2(11) 74(1Ol
0
0
-4rz)
84(4) 101(7) 62(6)
8q6)
7(7)
-6(8)
-3(8)
80(5)
7e(8)
64(8)
s8(8)
-€(8)
-q8)
Es(4) 100(8) 75(7)
sl(E)
84(41
u(t)
74Q)
s6ti)
8(8)
5(8)
-€(s)
76(5)
68(9)
77(8)
1(8)
3(8)
85(8)
-3(11)
-7(10)
-12(6)
76(5) 80(10) 64(S)
84{10)
-21(13)
e8(11r 138(32) 61(s)
0
94(e)
-21(13)
98{111 138(32) 61(9)
S4(e)
0
-197('t7)
19o111) 25(q
275124) 70(11)
0
-1 86(43)
268(32) 533(85) 2@(35) @(2)
2e4(33) 706(8) 87egl
8€]e4)
0
1s(32)
-e(24)
353(6B) 540(138)4S8(145) 21(45)
0
-455(1@)
372l1Ul 273(1@17ea(38/.\ 74(651
0
6s(s).
69(5).
69(5).
6e(sr
69(s).
69(5).
6s(5).
6s(5).
136(20)
e(17)
130(20)
86(1O
s8(14
109(19)
71(16)
95(18)
81(16)
84(16)
101(18)
98(18)
101(18)
95(17)
119(20)
108(19)
53(10)
58(e)
101(17)
81(16)
s(11)
n$7)
100(17)
89(11)
70{10)
87(11)
8q17)
n(8)
n(o)
88(11)
94(1E)
139(21) '@nstralngd to bo qual.

Final atom positions and displacementfactors are given
in Table 2, refined and assigned site-occupanciesare
given in Table 3, selected interatomic distances are
listed in Table 4, and a bond-valence table is shown as
Table 5. Structure-factor tables can be obtained ftom
The Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National
ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Ontario KtA 0S2.
The crystal used for collection of the X-ray intensity
data was then analyzed with an electron microprobe
using a Cameca SX-50 operating in wavelength-disper-

sion mode at 15 kV and 5 nA. The following standards
were used: Mg: forsterite, Mn: spessartine,A1: kyanite,
Fe: fayalite, Ti: titanite, Sb: SbzOg;the amount of B2O3
was calculated from the crystal structure (Flawthorne &
Grice 1990); the ratio Mn2O3: MnO was calculated for
electroneutrality, and Fe was assumedto be in the trivalent state (as in other minerals of this group). The count
times for all element peak and background determinations were 20 and 10 s, respectively. The analytical
data were reduced and corrected using the $(pz) method
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TABLE3. SrrE @CUPANCIESFORBLATTERTTE

Mn2* irs

tutultipllcttySbe

sq1)
sq2)
wl)
w2)
Mnls\
Md4l
w5)
it41)
M(4
M3)
w)8
445)
M6)
Ml
M8)
A,{e)
xl)

2
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
4

1.00
1.00

I
I
8
8
I
4

xzl

4

{3)
x(4j
x5)
)(6)
K7)

4
4
4
4
4

s41rc(28)a,r
F

0.90(2) 0.10(2)
1.00
0.e1(2) 0.0e(2)
1.00
r.00

DISTANCES(A) FOR BLATTERM
TABLE4. SELECTEDINTERATOMIC

F,C

1.00(2)
o.52(2) o.48(2) F
0.62(21 0.38(2) F
0.6e(1) 0 . 3 1 ( 1 ) c
0.52(1) 0.48(1) c
0.50(1
) 0.50(1) s
0.58(1) 0.42(1) c
0.41(1) 0.5e(1
) r
0 . 2 1 ( 1 ) 0.7e(r)
0.86(4)
0.14(4)
0.800)
0..+6(2)
0.42(2)
0.18(2)
0.14(2)

'denotestho partof ths structural (Fwall,
unit
Cwall,S column)to
whidt sachsite belongs.

@ouchou & Pichoir 1984, 1985). The chemical composition (mean of 8 point determinations) and formula unit,
calculated on the basis of 80 O-atoms, are listed in
Table 6.
Drscnrplrox oF TIIE SrRUcruRE

2.OB0me

Sq1)-O(29),a,m,n1.965t6I x4
2.O43
<sb(1p,
sq2rc(10)c
sq2rc(l4,d
sq2)-o(r8),d

s42rc(8)
<s42)-O>

2.101(8)
1.961(6) x2
1.967(6) x2
2.085(B)
2.O07

M1)'€i25)d

2.212181
2.165(8)
2.O75(Al p

M1rcpo)d

z.s3/,|6t e.

<MIFO>

2.199

2.147@\ e.
t!42)4(24,k
M2rc\zslb,c,t,o ry)-x4
<M2rc>
2.150

Atr{1)-o(20),e,g,l 1.e03(6) x4
Mr(1rc(31)c,l
?.3oslgLe
<M(114>
2.0!16
w2)4(11
ilt42r4(19)a
Mn(214(2s),e
M{2rc(30),e
<Mn(z\-O>

2s2a(B)
2.165(8)
1.095(6) x2
2.039(6) )e
2.@O

litr(3)-O(12)
/t/tn(3)-O(16)c
M43rc(2al,a
M(3rc(26),e
<Mn(3FO..

2294(S)
22s0(9)
1.e13(6) x2
1.913(6) x2
2.033

Mn(4)4(8)
Mn(4FO(13)
Mn(rc(211,e
Atr(a)-O(30),e
<Mnlq-A>

2,273(St
2.327(9)
1.S63(6) x2

MnFrc(a)c
It/t(5)-0(6)
Mn$rc(2't)d
M\\al2+),e
<Mt{s)-O.

2.31e(8)
2.279(8\
1.937(6) x2

E1rc(l1)
El>4(27\
B(1rc(32)
<B(1)-S,

1.37(1)
1.s7(1)
1.37(1)
1,37

B(2rc{J2)
Bl2t,4(28)
B(2)-o(31)
<q2)-o>

1.37(1)
1.37(1)

Lg!9l-,,2
2.057

1,31J!_
'L37

E3p(4)
E(3rc06)
B(3Fo(2s)
<B(3rcr

1.37(1)
1.37(1)
1.97(1)
't.37

B(4)-o(3)
q4)-o05)
4t4rc(2)

1.37(1)
1.37(1)
1.37(1)
'1.37

.E4rc'
BFrcO)
B(5rc(8)
qsrc(20)
<B(src>
B(6rc(2)
q6rc(4
q6)-0(rs)
oqO)-O'

M3rc(e)o
M3rc1n,e
i43F(18),e
M3)41221
<M3)-€>

22Q(81
2.138(6) )e
2.155(6) x2
2.123|E1
2.158

44(4)-Oi3)c
A44Fo(4)c
M4rcn
M4)-o(8)
M1rce1]M4)-o125)t
<M4)-o>

2,220m
2.18e(6)
2.208(6)
2.204{3)
2.1e4(6)
1.e95(6)
2.168

/145p(5)
445)-0(6)
l/45I€(11)l
445F(12)r
Msrcl24)
n45rc(29)
<r45rc>

2.158(6)
2.185(6)
2.1e4(6)
2.180(6)
2.165(6)
2.054(6)
2.156

,,46rc(13ts
,46)-o(1a)c
,46rc(17)
i46rc(1e)
/q6rc(20)
M6)-o(30)f
<M6)-O>

2.14ri(6)
2.231(6)
2.03s(O
2.212(6\
2.12e(6)
415919L
2.151

M4€(15)
A47FO(16)
M7rc(18)
Mn4eql
Mn-o131)
A,t-4'Oi32)
.Mn4.

2.1s5(6)
2.18i,(6)
2.064(6)
2.168(6)
2.1e4(6)
2.178(h
2.157

r(8rc(1)
MBrcer
t"48Fo117],
Msl4l22l
[,48)-0(23)
M8)-O(25)
<M8)-O>

2.0e6(4
2.182(8',)
2.10e(s)
2.4s(n
2261(s','
2.02e(6)
2.144

L92n->e
2.062

The cation sites
There are 31 crystallographically distinct cation-sites
in blatterite (Table 2). Site occupancieswere assigned
by inspection ofrefined site-scatteringvalues and consideration of the local stereochemistry.For those sites
that are clearly occupied by a single scattering species,
the occupancieswere fixed at unity in the later cycles of
refinement. Thus the Sb sites are occupied exclusively
by Sb, and this is in accord with the chemical composition of the crystal (Iable 6). The Mn sites are occupied
by Mn, Fe and Al, whereas the M(l-9) sites are occupied by Mn and Mg. Summing the amount of Mg at the
M sites as indicated by the site-scattering refinement
gives 13.6(3)Mg atoms per formulaurnt, apfu; the electron-microprobe data (Iable 6) indicates 1a.1(l) Mg
apfu. T\ese values are statistically the same, and all
Mg in this crystal of blatterite is considered to occur at
the M sites. Hence the X sites are occupied by Mn only,
and these sites are only partly frlle.d li.e., they are also
"occupied" by n (vacancy) as well as by Mnl.

M1)-o(2)
&{1rc(20)a

1.37(1)
1.37(1)
J.37(1)
1.37
1.37(1)
1 . 3 7 ()1
1.37(1)
1.37
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Tabls 4 @nt.

tl75

The <Sb-O> distances and the detai-ls of the coordination geometry indicate that Sb is in the pentava.lentstate
in blatterite; this conclusion is also in accord with the
E{N(13)
n49rc(g)c
2.1
09(6)
l-9(1)_
electroneutrality requirements of the blatterite formula.
.qA-Oo
1.37
I,{ep{10)c
2.1e5(6)
ii4erc(18)
2.048(6)
The Mn sites: There are five distinct Mn-sites, each
B(8rc(5)
1.37(1)
2.102(€,\
Mq4en
of which is octahedrally coordinated by O atoms. The
1.37(1)
/vde)-o(28)
2.247(61
E8rc(e)
refined site-scatteringvalues for the Mn(l) and Mn(3)
'|,37(1)
q8rc(14)
Me)-O(2e)f 2.066(6)
sites are less than 25 epfu (electrons per formula unit),
<B(8)-O>
1.37
</i,{9}-o.
2.124
indicating thatthe Mn(l) andMn(3) sites contain minor
2.r53(11)
22O3(12)
{1)-ot4
xs)-o(11)l
Al. Summing the amount of Alatthe Mn(l) andMn(3)
x(1rc(14)
2.202(12)
2.439(141
X5rc(15)c
sites, as indicated by the site-scanering refinement" gives
x(lF(21)d
2.24o@l e.
2.4921101 ,2
xs)-o{24)d
0.28(6) Al apfu. The electron-microprobe data
?.237(8\ p
x1)-o(30),d
2.119$\ e.
xs)-o(26),d
<x(1}-o>
2,218
d(5F>
2.311
(Table 6) gives 0.25(2) N
in good agreementwitl
"pfu, refinement.
the results of the site-scattering
x{.2)4F)
2.31s(39)
xf4-o(26),d
2.067(15)P
x(2)-o04)
2.090(32)
x(4-o(26)h,r
2.598(z4l p.
Both the <Mn4> distances and the variation in
2.059(19))e
)<n4(3/2}a
2.5O7(43)
N2rc12'tld
individual bond-lengths at each site show that the con2.468{30) )e
2.103(39)
x2)-o(30),d
x7rc(32)r
stituent Mn is in the trivalent state. Mn3+ has a d ele*d(2p>
2249
<\r4-c'
2.323
tron configuration. In holosymmetric octahedral
2.125(101
X3rcF)c
coordination, Mnr* has an energetically degeneratees
2.274(9)
x3)-o(5)
electronic state. The Jahn-Teller theorem (Jahn & Teller
2.3s2?) e.
x3Fo(21)d
1937) indicates that such an octahedronis intrinsically
2.149m e.
x3)-o(24)d
J(3)-o,
2247
unstable with respect to some distorted state, and that a
sponrzneousdistortion of the Gvln3+O6)
octahedronwill
2.110(13)
2.001(26)
x4)-o01)l
X6)-o(3)c
occur. Four of the (MnOd octahedra lMn(l), Mn(3),
1.990C4 x2
2.273(27)
x4)-o(26)d
X6rc(15)o
x(4FO(32)l
2.189(16)
x6I-O(24),d 1.956(12)x2
Mn@), Mn(s)l in blatterite show four short equatorial
<x4l-o>
2.070
.X6)-0r
2.047
bonds, with mean values in the range 1.90-1.94 A, and
two long apical bonds, with mean values in the range
0.39(5)
1.85(4)
X1FX2)
x5Fx(4
2.59(4)
1.02(4)
2.27-2.30 A; this is the fypical [4 + 2]-distortion charx2YX3l
x4Yx(?)
1.03(3)
2.O7(4)
X3FX6)
x4YK4l
acteristic of Jahn-Teller distortion in (Mnr+Oo) octaher.97(9)
xw-xni
1.05(8)
{6)-X5)
dra.T\e Mn(Z) octahedronhas a [2 + 2 + 2]-distortion,
x(5)-r(4)
0.96(2)
with two short bonds (mean - 1.90 A), two intermeSymnEby operatoBr a: -x+lh. y-|A, zJ/zi b: x+1h, -!+y2, b|/r; ci -x+l/e, y+Ih,
diate bolds (mean = 2.M A), and two long bonds (mean
z+yei d: \,y, -z+1i e: x, y, -zi l: -x+y4y+t/1 -z+1/2i gi -x, -!+1, -zih: -\ -y+1,
= 2.25 A). Shannonet al. ( 1975) and Burn s et al. (1994)
-z+1; i: -x, -y+1, z; ji -x+th, y-y2, -z+1/2i ki -x+1, -'l+1,2.,1: x-yz, --y+y2, z-U2i
have shown that <Mn3+-O> distances in minerals ale
m'. -x, -y , -zi n: -x, -y , Zi Ot x+y2, -'y+y2, -z+y2
strongly affected by the degree of bondJength variarc
distancos onstrained to be 1.37 A
tion from the mean value, such that larger <Mn3+-O>
distancescorrelate with higher bondJength dispersion.
The B sites: There are eight distinct B-sites, each of
T\e Mn(l) and Mn(3) sites have mean bond-lengths of
which is occupied by B and is coordinated by three 2.036 and 2.033 4,, respectively, which are slightly
O-atoms in a triangular arrangement. The B sites were
smaller than the mean bondJeneths at the other Mn sites
refined initially with an isotropic-displacement factor. (2.060,2.062,2.057 A).These ialues are in accordwith
This led to B-O distancesthat gave bond-valencesums the occurrence ofAl at these sites, as indicated by the
less th?n 3 valence units, ya. The grand <B-O> was site-scanering refinement. The mean bondJengths are
1.384 A, and the averageincident bond-valence sum at plotted against the constituent-cation radii for the
the B siteswas 2.86 vu.T\evaiations in both individual
octahedrally coordinated sites in blatterite (filled circles)
(1.35-1.42 A; and mean (1.379-1.393A) bond-tengths and "Mg-blatterite" (open circles) (Fig. l). A regression
fall well within the range reported for well-refined struc- line is shown for the blatterite data^calculated for the
tures of borate minerals (flawthorne et al. 1996).Howtwo Sb sites, nine M sites and two of the Mn sites
ever, in a structure refinement of this complexity, where
IMq(I), Mn(3)1. The other threeMn siteslMn(z), Mn@),
there is significant correlation among refined pararneters Mn(S)lplot slightly above the regressionline. The 0.93
and the overall data-to-parameter ratio is small, systemFe3* apfu, indicated by electron-microprobe data for
atic error in relation to the weaker scattering speciesB
blatterite (Table 6), is assumedto reside at one (or more)
(5 e-) and O (8 e-) is likely. In order to avoid bias in the of the Mn sites: Mn3* and Fe3* have the same radius
rest of the refined structure-model due to this problem,
(0.645 A) and the sameeffective scattering, and cannot
the B-O distanceswere constrainedto be equal to 1.37 be discriminated in the refinement process.
A in tfte last stagesof refinement.
The M sites: There are nine distinct M sites with
The Sb sites: There are two distinct Sb-sites, both
refined site-scattering values between those expected for
coordinatedby six O-atoms in octahedralarrangements. complete occupancy by Mg and Mn, respectively. The
Et4-o(6)
q4-o(10)

1.37(1)
1.37(1)
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TABLE 6. CHEMICALCOMPOSITION(wfl.)AND
UNIT FORilIULA'(aptu) OF BLATTERTTE
sqo,
Tioa
AaO.
FeaO3

12.el0(241
0.19{2)

Sb&

3.Ol

Mh.Q"
BzO"'
MnO

0.3p(2)
1.96(8)
1o.ot|
14.68
38.89(32)

Tta
Al
Fe3'
Mns

0.09
025
o.qA
u.vo
7.73

:

9.00

rr,bo

r4.89t9)

Sum

99,72

Mn2*e Mg

m
2.15

%

e
X 2.10
-d

Mn3

3
o

Mnz"
t\&
t

2O.A7
14.06
9.9!-

r.s5
0 60

" elarlated on the basis ot Eo oxygen anions;
"' calculatod sudr that Ti& + Al + Fi3' + Mr& = I ap,ii;
. calculatedsuch that B = 16
apfu.

0'65

o'7o

o75

0 80

r (A)

Ftc. 1. Variationin <A-O> distances(A = Sb,M, Mn) as a
function of meanradius of the constituentcationsin

chemicat
composition
derermined
byelecrron-micro:lffiffj#i,;1?t".'4rTi"#:;?111"#1"j:ffii,"#*i]

probe analysis (Table 6) indicates that these sites must
be occupied by Mg and Mn, and the site populations
were assigted accordingly. Each of these M sites is
octahedrally coordinatedby six O-^atoms,and the range
of. <M4> distances (2.13-2.20 A) indicates that the
constituent Mn is in the divalent state. This being the
case, there should be a linear relation between the
<M4> bond-lengtls and the mean ionic-radius of the
cations at each site. Figure I shows that this is the case.
Final assignedsite-populations are listed in Table 3.

datahasrheform<A4>=O:$25(r)+

The X sites: The X sites show extraordinary positional disorder that causestheir interpretation (in terms
of coordination and assignmentof site populations) to
be somewhatless than straighforward. Figure 2a shows
the distribution of electron density in that part of the
blatterite structureinvolving the X sites.There is a sinuous band of semi-continuous electron density snaking

"Ao
a)
b)

c)

l-Al

@ @o@2rc
x(2)

,Bt''
@

x(3)

x(4)

T'o?, ,.8
s-

tr,?,t'''l"rf''

/*\=*6,

1.5060;P=0.999.

@
x(6)

'

-\

x(l)

3, x(2)'a)
&

Flc. 2. Various features associated with the X sites in the structure of blatterite projected
down [001]; (a) the electron density associatedwith theXsites calculated by differenceFourier methods using the final structure-model with the X sites omitted; the contour
interval was adjusted to provide maximum inforrnation, and is approximately 2 etA3;
(b) the X sites in the final structure-model; the size of the black circle representing each
site is proportional to tlle ,mount of X-ray scattering at that site, and the X sites are
related to the X sites by a two-fold rotation the axis of which occurs between the X(7)
and X(7') sites; (c) the anisotropic-displacementellipsoids for the X sites; note how the
maximum displacements follow the trend of the electron density in Figtre 2a.
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a)

@*m

b)
x(1,2) X(3) X(s) X(7,7')x(5,) x(3') x(2,.1')
o
.:i

l:

c)
:.

'i

x(6) x(4) x(4,) x(6')
Ftc. 3. Coordination around the X sites in blatterite; the X sites are shown by black circles,
O atoms are shown as hollow circles, edges of octahedra defined by the array of nearestneighbor O-atoms are shown as dotted lines, the tM(l)Od polyhedra at each end of the
chain are shown by the heavy firll lines, edges of specific coordination polyhedra are
shown as the heavy dashed lines. (a) Al1 X sites and their nearest-neighbor oxygen
atoms. (b) The X(1,2,3,5,7) and primed-equivalent sites and their coordination octahedra. (c) The X(4,6) and primed-equivalent sites and their coordination tetrahe&a.

its way across the (001) plane. At each end, there are
discrete atoms, but the electron density becomes increasingly smeared out toward the center of the band
(Fig.2a). Several models were tried during the course
of the refinement. The model that best reoroduces the
electron densiry in this region is shown in Figure 2b, in
which the sizes of the circles representingthe sites are
proportional to the amount of X-ray scattering at that
site. Note that the X sites are related to the corresponding X-sites by a two-fold rotation about the center of the
band of electron density. Figure 2c shows the anisotropic-displacement models refined for each of the X
sites. These are quite anisotropic, indicating positional
disorder in addition to that represented by the array ofX
sites (note that the behavior of the anisotropic-displacement paramelers was another factor that was used to
assessthe viability of the various models tried durhe
the refinement process).
The interpretation of the coordination behavior of the
X sites is somewhat tricky, and it is also apparentfrom
the X-X separations (Iable 4) that certai-npairs of X sites
cannot be occupied simulraneously at the ]ocal scale.
Figure 3a shows the X sites and the nearest-neighbor
O-atoms, with the nearest O-atoms linked by dotted
lines to show possible local coordinations. On the basis

of the ranges of possible X-O distances and O-X-O
angles, two different types of coordinations were identified. The X(l), X(2), X(3), X(5) and X(7) sites are
octahedrally coordinated by O atoms (these coordinations are shown by the heavy broken lines in Figure 3b),
whereas the X(4) and X(6) sites are tetrahedrally coordinatedby O atoms (Fig. 3c). Details of the bond lengths
of this final model are given in Table 4.
The refined site-scattering values for the X sites are
given in Table 3. It is apparent from these values that
the X sites are only partly occupied, and the chemical
composition of blatterite Clable 6) shows that they must
be occupied by Mn and ! (vacancy). The <X-O>
distances for both octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordinated X-sites show that the constituent Mn is in the
divalent state:forX(1,2,3,5,7),the su-mof the constituent radii is lr = 0.83 + 1.38 = 2.21 A, to be compared
with <X-O> values of 2.22,2.24,2.25,2.31. and 2.32
A, respectively;for X(4,6),Ir = 0.66 + 1.38= 2.04 4,
to be Comparedwith <X-O> values of 2.07 and 2.05 A,
respectively. The agreement is not exact; it is not
expected to be, as we do not know the "size" of a n
(vacancy) at each of these sites, but the calculated values are sufficiently close to the observedvalues to confirm the divalent state for the constituent Mn-atoms.
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Topology of the structure
A polyhedral representation of the crystal structure
of blatterite projected down [001] is shown in Figure 4.
There are tlree principal elements apparent in this view:
(l) straight chains of eleven edge-sharing octahedra
sxtending along -[350] and -[350], (2) zig-zagchuns
of octahedraextending along [350] and [350], and (3)
(BO3) ftiangles occupying interstices between the
straightand zig-zagchains(Fig.4). Both setsofchains
of o-ctahedrashare edges with similar chains displaced
-3 A along [001] to form flat sheetsand zig-zag sheets,
respectively. Analogous sheetsof octahedra occur in the
structure of orthopinakiolite. Takduchi et al. (1978)
called the flat sheet the F wall; the zig-zag sheet was
described as a C (comrgated) wall flanked by columns
of octahedradesignatedas S columns. This notation is
shown by the shading of polyhedral elements in
Figure 4.
The F wall in blatterite is shown in Figure 5; it is
terminated at each end by an S coh'mn of edge-sharing
M(6) octahedra. This view of the F sheet shows why
the different octahedra are not idenffied in Figure 4;
the octahedra will differ, depending on the plane of the
section orthogonal to [001]. The Fwall consists ofSb,
Mn and M octahedra.Both,Sb octahedraand one of the
Mn octahedra lMn(2)l occur in the F wall, and constitute one-quarter of the constituent octahedra. Each Sb
and Mn octahedron alternates with M octahedra to form
edge-sharing chains parallel to the c axis, and these

T
a

I
I

l_
F-b--{
Flc. 4. Polyhedral representation of the crystal structure of
blatterite viewed down [001]. Octahedra are cross-shaded
(lower-density shading for S octahedra, higher-density
shading for 4 C octahedra); @O:) triangles are randomdot shaded.

T

I

c
I

I

t_

!+--1--+2
Ftc. 5. The F wall il blatterite viewed in a direction orthogonal to the plane of the sheet; the
,S&ocrahedra are unshaded, the Mn octahdra are shown by random-dot shading, and
the M octahedraare shown by cross-hatchedshading.
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T
I
c

b*

I

'O

Ftc. 6. The C wall in blatterite viewed in a direction orthogonal to the plane ofthe sheet
The legend is as in Figure 5, the X octahedra are unshaded, and their edges are denoted
by dashedlines.

chains alternate with edge-sharing chains of M octahedra. tn the resultant sheet (Fig. 5), the higher-charged
cations (Sbs+and Mn3+) are never next-nearestneighbors; they are always separated from each other by at
least two octahedron edge-lengths.
The C wall in blatterite (Frg. 6) consists of alternating strips of Mn and X octahedra that link in the [001]
direction by sharing edgesoand is termiaated at each
end by columns of edge-sharingMn and M octahedra
that are also part of the F walls (Fig. 5). The relative
distortions of tte Mn and,X octahedra are very apparent
in Figure 6. The shortest equatorial Mz-O distances
occur in the center of the wallo and the equatoial Mn4
distances ircrease toward the ends of the wall [in the
sequenceMn(1,3,5,4,2):1.903, 1.91,3,1.936, 1.944,
1.967 Al,leading to a distinct o'neckingo'of the strip at
its center. $imil6ly, the chain of X octahedraincreases
in thickness toward the center of the wall, compensating
for the adjacent strips of Mn octahedra.
The chemical formula of blanerite
We may write the structural fonnulae and aggregate
chargesof the F wall, the C wall, and the S colnmns of
blatterite per lnit cell in the following way:
F wall:
Sb6 Mn2 M2a
C wall:
Mn16 M2 Xg
g g6lnmn:
Mzz

84"
52++ Xs
&+.

(l)

where SD,Mn, M and,X represent the different types of
cation sites in blatterite. Setting Z = 2, this results in the
formula

lsfult[n1M2lF lMnatr[iltlc [M16]s(B03)16oy

(2).

In terms of sites, we can wrile the structuralforrnula
of blanerite as
SbsMng MzgXt @O)rcOsz

(3).

The Sb, Mn and M sites are occupied by 5", 3" and
2+ cations, respectively, and hence the aggregatecharges
on each part of the blatterite structure may be written as
follows: F = 42+,g = (26 +77)+, M =32+. The charge
on the anionic part of the structure is llT, and hence
the total charge required of the X-site cations in the C
wall is 11242-26-32 = 12*. Seven X-cations can give
a charge of 12+ in the following way:6 M2* + 1 n
(vacancy); there are other more complex ways of
achieving this charge (by incorporating M3* cations and
even more vacancies), but these do not seem compatible with the observedX-O distances (table 4). Summing the cation populationsof theXsites (Iable 3) gives
6.0(3)Mn2+ pfu" in accord with the above calculation of
the X-site content of 6.0 M2* + 1.0 n. Arranging the
content of the unit fonnula calculated from the electronmicroprobe data gives
Sb3.61(Mn3+7.73Fe3+s.93A1s.25Ti6.09)pe
(Mn2+2e.s7Mg1
4.o6)>34.s3
@Or)ro Osz

(4).

This indicates1.07n at the X sites,in closeagreementwith thevalueof 1.0n derivedfrom thesite-scattering refinement.This formula may be generalizedto
sb5*36Mn3*,Fe3*;e
6Mn2*,Mg)ts(Bos)reosz

(5),
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and the end-memberformula for blatterite is thus Sbs+"
Mn3*e Mn2*35(BOs)ro Osz.
The "blatterite mineral" of Bovin et al. (1996) has
the formula
Sb2.72(Mn3*6.2fe3*o.ro)>s
(Mg21.4Mn2+1
(BOs)roOgz
4.u)>36.t2

(6)

vacancies, and hence effectively assumed that Mg +
Mn2+ = 36 apfu. We suggestthat blatterite and its Mg
analoguehave an X-site composinon of 6.0 IvP' + 1.0 n,
and that the generaf formula of each phase is as given
above in (5) and (7), respectively.
Cation disorder at the X sites in the C walls

derived from their formula Mg1.33Mn1.aaFeg.s5 The chemical composition of the crystal and the
Sbs.17O2(BO3)
when recastin the sameform asblatterite <X-O> bondJengths indicate that the X cations are
given above.This formula has Mg + Mn2+= 36.12 apfu, Mn2*. In order to contribute the requisite charge, the 14
whereas the analogous s"m in blatterite is 34.93 apfu. X-sitesmust thereforebe occupiedby lzM*+ +zTiin
The above formula for "blatterite mineral" has an excess accord with this requirement, the sum of the refined Xpositive charge of0.84* and a deficiency in Sb. Given
site populationsis 12.0(6)Mn2* per unit cell in blatterite.
that the Sb content of the mineral from the structure
Many of the X-X distances (Table 4) are not comrefinement is 3 apfu, the total excess charge on this forpatible with simultaneous occupancy of each site by a
mula is 2.24*. Tlis excess charge can be removed by
cation, and the disordered electron-densif Gig. 2a) is
introducing a n in the (Mg,Mn2+)-cation group, as is the superpositionof severallocal (short-range)anangethe case for blatterile, suggesting that the general forments averaged over the crystal. As is apparent from
mula for this mineral should be written as
Table 5, the long-range bond-valence sums at the anions coordinating the X sites are in reasonable accord
Sbs*36Mn3*,Fe3*)q(Mg,Mn2*)35(B03)16 O32 Q l,
with their ideal values. However, the sums must also be
satisfied for each of the different local wrangements of
i.e.,itis the Mg analogueof blatterite. The composition cations. There are three local arrangementsthat are compatible with the aggregate observed electron density;
of the "blatterite mineral" derived from site-occupancy
refinement @ovin er at. 1996) has Mg + Mn2+ = 36 these are shown in Figure 7. Note that one end of the
apfu; however, they assumed that the X sites had no chain of X octahedra is not related to the other end bv a

;x$xtH:,-tr'ffi
0.43

x(1) x(3) x(5)

x(5) x(3) x(1)

0.43
x(1) x(3)

x(4) x(4,)

x(3) x(1)

0.14
x(21

x(6)

x(7,7)

X(6)

X(2)

Frc. 7. Local arrangements of cations (Mn2*) over the X sites in btatterite; the values to the
right of each arrangement denote the frequency of the arrangement (Ifrequency = l).
Note that one end of the chain of X octahedra does not have to be related to the other end
bv a two-fold rotation.
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two-fold rotation; crystallographic symmetry is a longrange feature of the structureo whereas the patterns of
order shown in Figure 7 are short-range features. Indeed,
arrangement (3) snnsl occur at each end of a single
chain of X octahedra,as this would result in an impossibly short X(7)-X(7) approach of two cations (faUte +).
The frequencies of the arrangements (Frg. 7) sum to
agree quite clbsely with the refined occupancies at the
X sites (Table 3). These proposed local arrangements
representthe minimum nnique populations that would
account for the overall electron scaffering, and also
avoid unreasonableX-X distances.
Given the considerable positional disorder in this
part of the blanerite structure, it seemssurprising at frst
sight that there is complete chemical order: only Mn2+
occurs at the X sites, despite the large amount of Mg in
the rest of the structure. The reason for this complete
chemical order can be seen in Figure 6 and Table 4. The
intrinsic Jahn-1e1"t distortion in the Mn octahedra of
the C wall (Table 4) causes the Mn chuns to be narrower than the S octahedradefining each end ofthe C
wal GiC. 6), and this broadens the chain of X octahedra. Hence the X octahedra will tend to be large owing
to the inductive effects ofthe surrounding structure, and
larger cations (i.e., Mnz+) will preferentially order at
these sites becauseof this stereochemicalconstraint.
The next question involves the three arrangements
of Figure 7: why do all three local arrangements occur?
If the only requirement of the X octahedra were that they
should incorporatea vacancy (i.e., X7 =lt111p+u+
n), any
one of the arrangementsin Figure 7 would suffice. In
this regard, there are two possibilities: (l) the occurrence
of all three arrangements is driven by the accompanying stabilization due to increasein entropy; (2) each arrangement is induced by the local stereochemistry.
Possibility (1) does not seem reasonable, as a much
higher entropy-driven stabilization could occur by
randomly disordering 6 Mn2* + 1 n over the seven
X-octahedra, whereas the observed electron-density
@ig. 2a) shows that this possibility does not occur.
Hence we may deduce that the occurrence of the three
arrangementsofshort-range order must be related to fhe
Iocal stereochemistry.The X octahedra are intimately
associatedwith the columns of S octahedra@ig. 4). The
,Soctahedra are occupied by M62* and Mg, and it is
possible that the local arrangements of the X cations
are related to the occupancy of the locally associated
S-octahedra. The mean composition of the S octahedra
in the blatterite examined here is 0.57 Mn2+ + O.43Mg,
and there are four independentS octahedraIM(4), M(5),
M(6), M(7)1. If the local arrangemenrs(1) Mn2+-MgMn2+-Mg, (2) Mg-Mn2*-Mg-Mn2*
and (3) Mn2+N[nz+-Mnz+-Nlnz+occur with the same frequencies as
the local amangementsof X cations in Figure 7 (0.43,
0.43, O.l4), the long-range composition of the S sites
would be 0.57 Mn2+ and 0.43 Mg, suggestingthe possibility of a spatial associationbetween cation ordering at
theXandSsites.

Tne CnvsrAr Crmursrnv
oF THEMn3+-BEARINGZrczac Bonargs
Tak6uchi et al. (1978) and Tak6uchi (1978, 1997)
inhoduced the idea of F walls, C walls and S columns
to describe the structure of orthopinakiolite and its relation to the structure of pinakiolite. This description
works very well for the structures of several other (commonly paragenetically) related borate mineralLs;these are
listed in Table 7. In order to facilitate comparison of
these structures, we have changed the site nomenclahres used in previous studies of other structures to make
them conformable with the systematic site-nomenclature used here for blatterite; details are given in Table 8.
We call theseMn3*-bearing minerals rhezigzag borates
s',^/ing to the striking zigzag pattems that are apparent
when these structures are viewed down their 3z A axis
(e.g.,Fig.4); our discussion focusesprimarily on those
structures for which n = 2.
Structural relations
The structures of these minerals are shown in Figure 8, in which the shadings denote the F wall, the
C wall and the S colr mns. Each F wall is terminated at
each end by an ,Scolumn. The ends of each C wall meld
with adjoining F walls such that the terminal octahedra
of each F wall also belong to the attached C-wall (this
is why, in Table 8, some octahedra in each strucfure are
identified as belonging to both the F wall and the C
wall). Note that, for pinakiolite, the F and C walls do
not merge. There are equal numbers of octahedra in the
F wall, the C wall and the S column, and hence we can
write each structure as FrCnSn where n is the number
of octahedra in each structural component. (Note that
when consideringthe stoichiometriesofsuch structures,
it is important to remember that the terminal octahedra
of the F wall and the C wall are cornmon to each unit,
and should not be counted twice.) Although ludwigite
(Pbam) is normally considered as the type structure of
this group of isostructural minerals, here we refer to
fredrikssonite, as it is compositionally similar to the
other (Pnnm) Mn3*-bearir^E zigzay borates. Fo-r
fredrikssonite, n = 3 (although fredrikssonite is a 3 A
structure), for orthopinakiohte, n = 5, for takduchiite,
n = 7, and for blanerite, n = 9. Tlte next (un-named)
member of this serieshas z = I l; details of the unit cell
are given in Table 7. Pinakiolite (C2lm) (Fie.8f) is the
end-member of this series: F-CJ-.
In all of these structures, the direction of the wall is
changed [in the (001) plane] by a glide operation
orthogonal to [100]. lf c x 3 A (as in -fredrikssonite),
this operation is a & glide; if c x 6 A (as in orthopinakiolite, takduchiite and blatterite, Table 7), this
operation is an n glide. The type ofglide plane is related
to the chemical composition and stereochemistryof the
F wall. Fredrikssonite and pinakiolite have chemically
and structurally simple F-walls (Table 8, Figs. 94 fl,
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TABLE 7. THE ZGZAG BORATES

a (A)

b (A)

c (A)

Sp.Gr. StructursRof.Voi Oct* (BO3)t

3 A zgzag Borateo
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FrqS
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F.QQ
Fr48
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18.357(4)

12.591(2) 6.068(1) Pnnm F8QS,

[Bl 4
tgl 4

48

Orthopinakiolite.

48

16

Tak6uchiito'

(Mg,Mn&)r(Mn'3.,FetXBOr)O.

27.58s(4)

12.561(3) 6.027(2) Pnnm FrqS,

t10l 6

72

24

Bldterite

Sf(Mns,Fes!(Mn",M9)o(BOr),uOo

96

32

96

32

"Irb-Blatt€rito"

97.654(S)
Sbf(Mne,Fe&)"(Mg,Mn,.)s(BOs),6OegZ,gB4(1i)

fitCtrSrt
Pinaklolhe"'

(Mg,t\h&)r(Mn&,SbsXBOJO,

Pnnm FuQSu

12.615(3) 6.2472(8) Pnnm 6qS
[11] I
12.568(3) 6.200(2) Pnnm FgC"Q [12] I
Pnnm n,C,,S,, -

46.3

12.52

6.12

21.7s(1)

s.9z(5)

5.341(5) C2tn ec-S- nsl -

10

10 129 40

-

. Formulae
* OcUnumberol
* Vd: rolativso€l-volume
- VAy'6*re;
as gtuenIn Flolscher
& Mandq4no.(199S);
sast€xtfor nswlormulae... p = 95.89(5).;
octahedra
In unitogll;r (BOJ:numberof (BOr)grouF ln unitc€ll
Referencas:
work (1)Koflevet aI.(1970);(2)D€Waaletai. (1S74);
(1989);
[] dsnotoscrystal-structuro
[3] Bumset ar.(1994);[4]Bonui & Msnchetti
[5] Swinnea&steinfink(1983);[6]Konnsrlstar. (1976];t7l Yangar ai. (i985);[8]Artrsdsson
bral. (t ssr); [s] iareuini 6t a. (1e78)il10l Noneiram&
(1
Bovln 987);[11]Uls siudy;[12]Bovinerar,(1996),modHied
in rhb shrdy;[1glMoor€& AIa]d(1974).

compatible with a c repeat of only 3 A (1e., one octahedron along the c axis). The other zigzag borates have
chemically (and structurally) more complicated F-walls
(Table 8), and hence require a longer repeat-distancein
the c direction to incorporate these more complicated
chemical compositions. An z glide gives double the
repeat distance for the F wall in the c direction which,
when combined with the increase in the a dimension,
gives sufficient room for the F wall to incorporate the
required combination of different types of cation sites
(Fig. 9).
The F walls
We can consider the F walls (Fig. 9) to be constructedfrom four types of chains of edge-sharingoctahedra of the form [MSa] extending along the 3n A
diecnon: A; M (= Mn2+,Mg) octzhedra; B: Mn (= Mn3+)
octahedra; C; altematlng M and Mn octahedra; D: alternating M and Sb (= 56s+; octahedra. Fredrikssonite has
the sequence (BA-B); orthopinakiolite has the sequence
(CABAQ; tak6uchiite has the sequence (CABABAQ;
blatterite has the sequence(CADADADA); pinakiolite
has the sequence(A.B)' (where' denotes an infinitely
repeating sequence). These sequence variations are
driven by the local bond-valence requirements of the
O atoms of the F walls. Details of the anion coordina-

tions in blatterite as compared to orthopinakiolite and
tak6uchiite are shown in Figure l0 and Table 9. There
are two types of anion coordination in orthopinakiolite
and tak6uchiite: coordination by B, Mn3* and 2 Mg
(Figs. 10a, 9c,9d) and coordinationby 2 Mn3* and
2 Mg (Figs. l0c, 9c, 9d). The Pauling bond-strengths,
which are shown in Figure 10a and Table 9, are greater
(2Ue) and less (121 vu) than the ideal vaTueof 2.0 vu,
allowing bond-length relaxation within the F wall to
compensatefor these deviations from the valence-sum
rule (Brown 1981,Hawthorne 1994).The incorporation
of the high-valence cation Sb5* into the F wall in
blatterite is most easily accomplished by having Sbs*
coordinated to anions analogous to those anions in
orthopinakiolite and tak6uchiite that have the lowest
Pauling bond-strength sums [cl, Hawthorne_(1978)for
the analogous casein amphibolesl. Thus Sbr+ replaces
Mn3* in arrangement (c) (Frg. 10) to produce arrangement (d), with a bond-strengthsu'n of lsle va. However,
there are insufficient anions with this type of coordination to completely coordinate Sb5+ in blatterite, and
hencetype-(a) anions(Fig. 10) must be involved as well.
Again, Sbs* replaces Mn3* (Figs. lOa, b), producing a
high bond-strength sum (ZYz vu) around the anions.
To help compensatefor this high sum and allow some
local bond-length relaxation, remaining type-(a) atoms
not linked to Sb5* also chanqe their coordination,
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ro

r
(a) Fredrikssonite
(b)

{*o

(d) Takduchiite

r

(c) Orthopinakiolite

(f) Pinakiolite
(e) Blatterite
Ftc. 8. Polyhedralrepresentations
of the Mn3* zigzagboratesviewed down I00U (10101for pinakiofp;; (a) fredrikssonite
sttacture,(c) orthopinakiolite,(d) tak6uchiite,(e)blatterite,and(f) pinakiolite.
0udwigite-tlpe), (b) hypotheticalPnnm F3C3S3
The legendis asin Figure4; a neighboringpair of F andC wallshavebeenshadedblack.
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TABLE8. RELABELINO
OF SrrES ANDTHEIRROLEINTHE UNITSOF THE
Mn$-BEARINGZGZAG BORATESTRIJCTURES
Slta

Multjplicity

Typ€'

Unlt'.

Stt6

F,C

M1)
M2)
lrdg)
M4)
Ms)
Mgl

Mutdpilcity Type Unir
TAKEUCHIITE

M1)2MF
t42)2MC
443)4MS
4
M4)

Mn

4

MF

xc
q

I

MnC
MS
MS
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atoms of the F-wall. However, for every z Mn3+ ch2ins
replaced by (Sb5++ Mg or Mn2*), there is a net surplus
cation-charge of (2n)+ per unit cell. As a result, cation
sites outside the F-wall must be involved in helping
maintain overall electroneuhality.
The C walls

One of the most curious features of each of the Mn3+
members of this group is the pattern of disordered
4
XC
MN
cation-sites within the C-wall. If this feature is anrib2
MnF
4
MnC
M1)
Mgl
uted to Jahn-Teller distortion of neighboring Mn3*
2
MnF
4
xc
M2l
Me\
octahedra, the following questions are pertinent: l)
[43)
MnC
4
Mnc
M10)
If Mn3* is responsible, and the associatedJahn-Teller
xc
l,{11)
4
M
F,C
M4)
distortion drives the neighboring positional disorder,
MS
Mn F,C
MO
M12l
e
,u{6)
MnC
MF
M13)
what are the details of the mechanism?2) Some invest44
XC
MnF
M14l
tigators have assigned vacancies to the disordered
4
Mn
F,C
r415)
MnF
M8)
regions [pinakiolite: Moore & Araki (1974); orthoM
F,C
Ms)
pinakiolite; Tak€ucfuet al. (1978); blatterite: this workl
l,{10)
MS
PINAKIOUTE
MF
and others have not [tak6uchiite: Norrestam & Bovin
M11l
Mn(1'l
MnC
2
(1987); "Mg-blatterite":Bovinet al. (1996)1.What role
Mn(2t
2
MnC
do vacancies play in these structures? 3) Fredrikssonite
ln n(3\
4
MnF
contains significant Mn3*; why is there no associated
Mstll
2
xc
positional disorder? 4) Within the F walls of orthoMd2l
2
xc
4
MF
pinakiolite and takduchiite are chains of edge-sharing
w3)
Md4)
I
MS
[4 + 2]-distorted Mn3* octahedra;why is there no asso' Laballed
positional disorder of the neighboring cations in
ciated
a@rdlng to tho curom nomenclaturefor bldtgrile: Ma Is
occuplsd by Mn$, Mis o@pied by (Mn1lb), Xars the dtsorderedsitos
these F walls? 5) Orthopinakiolite, takduchiite and
of the Cwall oeJpled by Mn", tvb,tr. MinorFe$ maybe aslgnedlo Mn, M
blanerite are all 6 A Mnr+ borates thathave Pnnm symand Xsites.
- Indlcat$ ths stsuc{unl elsm€nt
to whlch the 6fte b€longs: F = F wal;
metry and show simple expansions of their C walls,
C- Cwalt S= Sslumn.
from 5 * 7 - 9 octahedra,respectively (Figs. llc, d,
e). Associated progressive lengthening of the F walls
(Figs. 9c, d, e) and increase in the number of ,Scolumns
replacingMn3+by Mg or Mn2* andreducingthe bond- (Figs. 8c, d, e) also occur. It becomes immediately
strengthsumto 2 vu.Therearetwice asmanytype-(d) apparent that the simplest structural member of this
anionsastherearetype-(b:2r/zvu)anions,andthustype- series should have a C wall (and F wall) that is three
(d) anionscancooperativelyrelax with type-@:2r/zvu) octahedra wide; this hypothetical structure is shown
,nions to helpcompensate
for bond-strength
anomalies in Figures 8b, 9b, llb. Is there a structural explanation
to both typesof anions.It is also apparentfrom Fig- why this simple derivative structure has not yet been
ure 10 that octahedraoccupiedby Sb5+cannotshare reported?
edgeso
asthis wouldproduceunreasonably
largebondThe outer C-woll columns: Columns of edgestrengthsu'nsat anionscommonto bothSb-octahedra. sharing octahedra define the outer margins of the
Chainsof alternatingSbs*and Mg or Mn2* octahedra C walls (Fig. l1), in which Mn octahedra alternate
maythenreplacechainsof Mn3+octahedra
with preser- with M oct2hedra.Dstortion in the equatorial plane of
vation of the Pauling bond-strengthsto the oxygen these octahedra causes a relative widening of the Mn
MS

TABLE9. @li,FARlSON OF ANIONC@RDINATDNS AND BONDVALENCE(w) ARRANIGEMENTS
lN
THE FWALLS oF oFTHoPIMKIoLITE, TAKEUoHIffEAND BLATTERITE
Flgure

Mnoral

O aloms

Coordlnatlonad bond-vaJenc€anangomenl

iO(a)
' '

orlhoplnakJollb q15), O(16)
1/6(i&?') + l/6iMgil + 1A(Bs) + 1/6(Nh$)- 2 1i6
tak6uchiite
O(9),q10), O(17),O(18)

106)
' '

blalisrito
blan€rlto

lOlc)
' '

orthoplnakioltts O(1)
h,Gud|ftte
O(1),O(2)

10(d) bld€dto

O(10),o(23), O(28)
o(9), o(22), o{24

q14,

O(ls), O(29)

1/6(lt&f-)+ 1/6(Mga)+ l/B(Bs) + 1/6{sbe)= 2 112
1/6(Mf') + 1/6(lrftl + 113(9&)+ 1 l6(l'tgn'ft14 - 2
1/6(lvln) + 1/6(Mns)+ 1/6(M921+ r/60!d") - I 2a
t/6(Sb$) + 1/6(MslMn?.)+ 1/6(i&/frrtt") + 1/6{[,b") - 1 5/6
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(a) Fredrikssonite

(c) Orthopinakiolite

(e)Blatterite

(d)Takduchiite

(f) Pinakiolite

Ftc. 9. The F walls in (a) fredrikssonite, (b) hypoth etical Prmm F3C3.t3structure, (c) orthopinakiolite, (d) takduchiite, (e) blatterite,
and (f) pinakiolite. The legend is as in Figures 5 and 6.

octahedra toward the outer edge, coupled to a complementary contraction in the M octahefua. These Mzl sites
form short Ma-O bonds (1.905 A: Fig. 1lc; 1.918 A:
Fig. lld, 1.895 A: Fig. lle) with the equatorial
O-atoms along the-outermost edge, intermediate
Mz-O bonds (1.963A: Fig. I lc, 1.979:Fig.11d,2.039
A: Fig. l le) with the equatorial O-atoms on the inner
side of the columns of octahedra,and long Mn-O bonds
(2.192, 2.349A: Fig. 11c; 2.138,2.22i A: Fie. lld;
2.165, 2.326 A: Fig. I le) to the apical O-atoms. This
conforms to l(2 + 2) + Zf-coordinafion of these Mn
octahedra that facilitates attachment of this column of
octahedra to the outermost M column of octahedra in
the F wall @gs. 8, 9, 1t).
The inner C wall: Inside the outermost columns of
the C walls, strips of positionally disordered cations
alternate with strips of [4 + 2]-distorted Mn octahedra
(Figs. 1lb-f). Within a given column through the central region of the C wall, all short Mn4 equatorial
bonds lie (approximately) in a common plane. This
alignment of. Mn4 bond-shortening results in a relative contraction of the strips of Mz octahedraand com-

plementary expansion of the intervening strip of octahedra @gs. llb-0. The bonding environment of the
unique part of this extendedoctahedralstrip is shown in
Figure 12, where the X* cation-sites have been constrained to occupy ordered central positions of the octahedra. Bond valences(va) for eachbond (calculatedfor
X-sile occupancy by Mn2*) are shown, as well as the
resulting valence-sums (circled) at the coordinating
O-atoms and X* cation-sites. There is a progressive
decreasein bond-valencesums (incident at the cations)
toward the center of the octahedral strip, in the sequence
M(l)* - X(7)*, whereas the sums at the equatorial
O-atoms increasefrom -2.00 to 2.I4 vz. This mismatch
of valence sums, especially in the center of the strip
[X(5)*-X(7)*-X(5')*1, clearly shows that centrally
positioned Mn2* cations cannot meet the necessary
bonding requirements of this region of the structure.
Next, the relative flexibility of the coordinating
O-atoms can be examined in terms of their ability to
relax their positions according to the bonding requirements of cenffal X* sites. The equatorial O-atoms form
two strong bonds (-0.63 vu) to a pair of Mn3+ cations
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Hc. 10. Details of the anion coordination in the F walls of (a), (c) orthopinakiolite and
takduchiite, and (b), (d) blatterite; details of the anion identity for each struchre are
given in Table 9.

(Table5), andthisbondconfigurationis symmetrically
related acrossthe (001) mirror planes at z = O, Yz.
Attempts to repositiontheseO-atomsto satisff the
bondingrequirements
of theX sitesdisruptsthe 14+ 2lgeometryof the Mn3* octahedra.Adjacentpairs of apical O-atomssharetwo verticeswith @O3) triangles
(Fig. 8). ThesebridginS(BO:) groupsare very constraining from a geometricalviewpoint, as only very
minor rotationsof thesegroupsmay occur. The JahnTeller-driven [4 + 2]-distortionof theMn octahedrain
combinationwith an architecture
involvingrigid (BOt
triangles,significantlyconsEains
theO-atompositions.
The X cationsin this region are subjectto this constrainedanionenvitonmentand will try to adjusttheir
positionsin orderto satisfftheremainingbond-valence
requirementsof theseO-atoms.In doing so, theseX

cations must also fulfill their own bond-valence requirements, which is not possible from centrally located
sites @g. 12). Therefore, the X cations must spontaneously move off-center. Attempts to order "off-centef'
X sites (consistent with Pnnm symmety) that are fi.rlly
occupied quickly introduces two problems: (1) equatorial O-atoms become severely overbonded, and (2)
unreasonableMn2+-14n2+distances ensue. Resolution
of theseproblems occurs when: (1) vacanciesare introduced at the X sites, in combination with (2) more than
one local arrangementof X-cations, and (3) Mn2+ - Mg
substitution in the adjoining S-column octahedra
(Fig. 8) coupled with changing bond-valence requirements of the adjacent O-atoms.
Structure (b): This hypothetical structure was
constructed by progressive condensation of these
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ia) Fredrikssonite

(c) Orthopinakiolite

(e) Blatterite

(d)Takduchiite

(f) Pinakiolite

FIo. 1l. The C walls in (a) fredrikssonite, (b) hypothencaTPnnm F3C3,S3
structure, (c) orthopinakiefirc, 1d) tak€uchiite, (e) blatterite,
and (f) pinakiolite. The legend is as in Figures 5 and 6.

structures in the sequence blatterite - tak6uchiite *
orthopinakiolite - (b) (Figs. 8, 9, I 1). By analogy with
tak6uchiite and orthopinakiolite, this hypothetical
Sb-free specieshas cell dimensions a = 9.1, b x 12.6, c
g 6.1 A and space-groupsymmetry Pnnm.It is interesting to note that this structure would be the simplest
member of this group, and that it has never been reported
as a mineral or a synthetic phase. The answer lies in the
nanlre of the C walls as described in the orecedins
section: the C wall (Fig. llb) contains a single central
column in which the [4 + 2]-distorted Mn octahedra
would be above and below the intervening octahedron.
This intervening octahedron would be inhospitable to
occupancy by a centrally located X cation (cf blatterite,
Figs. I l, 12). Movement of this X cation off-center does
not resolve the situation, as this producescation-cation
interferences with the M cations in the end columns;
necessarypositional disorder is inhibited, and this structure is therefore not expected to form.
Fredrikssonite.' Fredrikssonite has a structure
(Pbam) different from that of tle other Mn3+ members
of this group (Figs. 8, 9, 1l), and is the only member
that does not show the characteristic positional disorder
of cations @urns er al. 1994). The C wall Gie. lla)

contains end columns of edge-shanngMnoctahedra that
flank a single column of M octahedra.The Mn octahedra are not [4 + 2]-distorted; instead, they have an unusual [(2 + 2) + 2]-coordination that is a result of local
bond-valence requirements (Burns et al. 1994). The
LQ+2) +21- coordination of the Mnoctahedra does not
create an inhospitable neighboring environment, and
there is no positional disorder of the adjacentMcations.
F wall in taWuchiite: The three central columns of
octahedra of the F wall in tak6uchiite are comprised of
outer [4 + 2]-distorted Mn octahedral columns, with an
intervening column of M octahedra (Fig. 9d). In this
configuration, the neighboring [4 + 2]-distortions do not
line up with each other; the short equatorial Mz-O bonds
from one column of Mn octahedralie within a plane that
is staggered from the plane containingthe short Mn4
equatorial bonds of the other colnmn of Mn octahedra
@gs. 8d, 9d). As a result, M cations are able to occupy
ordered sites between these neighboring columns of Mn
octahedra.
For orthopinakiolite, tak6uchiite, blatterite and
pinakioite (and their isostructural analogues),we have
assu'nedthat the disorder of the X-site cations is static;
there also could be dvnamic disorder. as has been ob-
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Ftc. 12. Details of the Pauling bond-strengths (valence rrnits) associatedwith centrally Iocated (X* ) Mn2* cations along the
octahedral strip in the C-wall of blanerite.

served in some ionic conductors. However, this lafter
possibility is unlikely, as we show later that the details
ofthe disorder may be coupled to the constitution ofthe
locally associated octahedra of the S columns.
Superpositionofavariety oflocal arrangementsin these
minerals (e.g., as suggestedfor blatterite in Fig. 7) will
produce the unusual distributions of electron density
observed.
Crrylflcer Fonrvrwae
For blatterite, we have proposed that there are three
local arrangements of Mn2+ cations that involve two
vacancies per unit cell (Table 3, Fig. 7). If one compares the patlern of electron-density distribution in the
disordered region ofblatterite (Figs. 2, 3) and takduchiite
Q.{onestam& Bovin 1987; Fig. 8), the resemblanceis
striking. This similarity, in combination with the facr
that the C walls are simple derivatives of each other (Fig.
11), suggeststhat the two minerals share common attributes in this region of the structure (even though the
F walls differ). If the large isotropic-displacementparameter associatedwith the central X-cation latthe M(4)
sitel in orthopinakiolite (Tak6uchi et al. 1978) is inrerpreted as representing two disordered sites, then ortho-

pinakiolite can also be describedas containing the same
disordered pattem.
In Table 10, structural features of the F wall, S column and C waIl of orthopinakiolite, tak6uchiite,
blatterite and other possible derivative structures are
presented. They are all 6 A Pnnm sttttc|rres that con[ain Mn3* and have tlre same C-wall architecture. These
minerals differ in the makeup of their F walls: structures containing Mn cohrmns are designated as B structures, and those containing columns of -Sb-M-Sb-Moctahedra are designated as D structures; the integer N
is defined as the number of such columns in the F wall
(cf. Fig.9), and the structures are labeled by the symbols BQrt^)and DOD Gable 10).
This division into B and D structures is an important
one, as it focuses on the different mechanismsused for
attaining electroneutrality in these structures.
The D structures
Table 10 gives the site content of each of the walls
ofeach structural component.The structural formula of
any mineral may thus be written by summing the sites
in the F and C walls and ,S column, and dividing the
numbers of sites by 2 (as Z = 2 for al7these structures).
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Thus for sfiucture D(l)
formula is

(Table 10), the structural

Sb Mn5 Mrs & (BO:)s Oro.
These minerals also contain Fe3*; this may substitute for Mn3* or for (lr4n2+,Mg), and we should allow
for both possibilities when writing formulae. Thus
sb = Sb5+,Mn - (Mn3+,Fe3*), M 1 5 = [(Mn,Mg),
Fe3*,n1, and the corresponding chemical formula of
structure D(l) is
sbs+ (Mn3+,Fe3*)s[(Mn2*,Mg), Fe3+ynJ>18
(BOr)a Oro.
Electroneutrality requires that the sum of the
positive charge of the species within the square
brackets be 36". This meansthat 2x + 3y = 36 and also
x + y + z= 18. Rearrangingtheseequationsgives y = 2e,
and hence we can write the above formula as
Sb5* (Mn3*,Fe3*)5[(Mn2*,Mg), Fe3*, !rrz]>re
(BO3)sO16.
The corresponding formula for structure D(2) nd
blatterite are shown in Table l1; these formulae may

also be generalized,as shown for D(N) (table 1l). The
interesting feature of these formulae is that D(1) does
not need to have vacancies present, whereas D(2) and
higher values of N require vacancies for elechoneutrality. Thus examining the most general formula
for blatterite (Table 11), if there is no Fe3* at the M
or X sites (i.e., y = 0), then the vacancy content is
| + yl2 = 1 Z pfu, as found in this study. This result is
also in accord with our assignment of Fer+ to the Mn
sites rather than the M or X sites. According to this general formula, Fe3+ substitution at M or X will lead to
additional vacancies (presumably at the X sites), but
none of the currently available chemical data suggest
that this is the case. As the minimlm vacancy content
of blatterite is I Z pfu, we have written the formula as
shown in Table 7. According to the small amount of
available data, Fe3* occurs at the Mn sites rather than
the M sites.
The B stntctures
Following the method outlined in the previous section, we may also write the formulae of the B structure
in a similar way (Table l1). A key difference befween
the B and D structures emerges here. The amount of
vacancy at the X (and M sites) is independent of the
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TABLE 12. CHEMCAI COMPOSITIONS AI\ID FOFMULAE OF TAKEUCHI|fE AND
value of N in the general formula (Table 11). Moreover,
CHESTEFI\IANTfE
Fer+ is an essentialconstituent ofthis part ofthe strucTak6uchlite' ch6te|lmne"
Tak6ldrltts"
ch€siemtrite*
ture. Even if there :ue no vacancies in each of these
ivh$ 1t.oo
1030
sbs
0.98
Sho'
structuresothey all contain essentialF€+: 1 apfu.lf vacancies are to be incorporated at the X sites, as required
Mrk
Foe
MnaOs
35.56
0.1'l
3.'to
3.07
7.43
18.@
16.00
lrb
Al
1.5S
by the stereochemistry of this part of the structure (see Fe,q
MnO
8.99
Sum
21 .79
ivln$
0.02
discussionabove), then Fe3+must substitule atthe M or
Lbo
30.84
4€.00
TT
0.15
X sitesin addition to the I apfurequtred,for elechoneu- no,
lvb
o.17
050
0.80
Fe$
227
trality in the (hypothetical) absence of any vacancies.
(BrO")'
18.19
0.15 sun
17.1p
Tr*
5.00
1N.42
98.70
For the B structures, y = I + 22, where y and 3 are the Sum
B
12
lvb
18.00
amounts of Fe3* and n in the formulae (Table 1l). For
orthopinakiolite, Takduchi et al. (1978) reported 0.41
B8
Zpfu. Accordrngto the aboveequation,this should cor'Tskon lm Bovln &
O'Keetto (1980); he Nln$/tuln" ratio b derlved trcm he ldeal
respond to 1.82 Fe3* apfu; Tak6uchi et at. (1978) relomula of Table 11 .
" Calcuhtsd on th€ basis of 60 Odom6.
ported 1.76 Fe3* apfu, in excellent accord with the
'Tak€n trom Erd
& F@rd (1987).
* C€i@lal€d on the ba8ls of 40 Gatom.
general formula. For tak6uchiite, Bovin & O'Keeffe
I B"O3cafcufaied tor 12sdBs
aptu,E9pedttrely.
(1980) did not report any vacancy. However, recasting
their analytical data as oxides and using the Mn3*:Mn2+
ratio indicated by our general formula for tak6uchiite in
Table I 1, we get the chemical composition and unit forHowever, the above discussion indicates that the D(l)
mula of Table 12. Recasting the formula as given in
structure does not require any vacancy (whereas all the
Table 11, we get Mn3*rr.0o[(Mg,Mn2*)zr..7sFe3+2.2j
other D structures do require vacanciesto be present).
Ti*o.rs Zo.tgl>zs (BO) p O2a.
Orthopinakiolite, the supposedisotype of chestermanite,
Inspection of Table 11 indica[es that the amount of
is not a D structure, and hence does not contain signifivacancy is given by VrO - 1), where y is the amount of
cant Sbs+.These arguments suggestthat cheslermanite
trivalent cations within the square brackets. Allowing
for the Ti4* content,! = 2.27 + 0.15 X 2 = 2.57. is actually a D(l) structure rather than an orthopinakiolite isotype. AIso, as discussedabove, the presThus the predicted vacancy content is Vz(2.57- l) =
ence of vacancies at the X sites is linked to the
0.79 n pfu, rn exact agreementwith that predicted by
occurrence of Mn3* in these structures.Thus it may be
the general formula. We emphasize here that incorporano accident that the only structure variant that does not
tion of n is driven by the bond-valencerequirementsof
the meridional anions of the (MnOd octahedra,and that require vacancies for electroneutrality is the only minFe3+and Ti are incorporated atthe M or X sitesto main- eral in the group that doesnot contain Mn3* as an essential constituent.
tain electroneutrality.
Additional TEM and single-crystal study will surely
result in the discovery of additional derivative structures
Speculationsabout the strucfi,ffeof chestermanite
in this complex group of minerals.
Chestermanite was reported as a new mineral by Erd
Acrc*owreocel,mvrs
& Foord (1987), and the structure was reported by
Alfredsson et al. (1991). The latter authors reported
We thank Forrest Cureton for the excellent material
chestermanite to be isotypic with orthopinakiolite.
However, they refined a substructure with c (chester- he contributed to this work, and Gunnar Raade and an
manite) =Vzc (orthoptnakiolite) and space-groupsym- anonymous referee for their comments on this paper.
Financial support was provided by Operating, Inframery Pbam (rather than Pnnm for orthopinakiolite).
Alfredsson et al. (1991) observed diffraction maxima structure, and MajorEquipment Grants to FCH from the
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that these diffraction maxima "can probably be ascribed Canada.
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